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PRESIDENT

Ameer Hamza
President
2019-2020
Since the day he joined Quants and became its member he was keen to bring new ideas and due to
his excellent work and motives he became the part of Secretariat lll. He believes in pitching
something unique every time.
He knows now how to bridge gaps of success in Quants. After attaining all the required experience
from past, he is ready to serve his refined skills to the Quants Society.
From the first Vice President, he is now First Male President for us.

GENERAL SECRETARY

Muhammad Saad Siddiqui
General Secretary
2019-20
He has been a versatile resource for Quants Society. He served Quants with great diligence as an
active member of our Team Publications since the very beginning. He endowed his services as the
Director Corporate last year with tint of commitment towards the department. He is a perspective
individual who is very good at improvising and spotting opportunities.
He believes in building people up by putting their insecurities to sleep, reminding them they're worth,
and by believing in them that they can achieve anything. He firmly believes that “Leadership is not
about titles, positions or flowcharts. It is about influencing others by dedication, hard work and

approach”. His vision is to get Quants society recognizable as a brand and to market Computational
Finance with his dynamic approach.

VICE PRESIDENT

Aqsa Ijaz
Vice President
2019-2020
She has been part of Quants society since last two years. She believes in continuous hardwork and
efforts as a key accelerator in making her mark in secretariat. She is a motivated candidate and
believes her strong personality traits will contribute in the best interest of Quants.
She also believes that things evolve with respect to change in time and a person has to be
adaptable in order to grow as an individual. Moreover, she has been a team player and states that
her humble nature is her key feature which helps her in achieving new heights in life.

She envisions to light up Quants society in the whole NED University and its surrounding with her
brilliant ideas and experience.

MANAGER HR

Manager HR
2019-2020
She has been a member of the HR team for two years. She believes that this departmental society
of CF can be more productive and a great learning platform by uniting everyone and coming
together in organizing each event.
Her plans for arranging quality events and removing all the past glitches reflecting her passion for

CF. She is strongly willed to invest her skills and expertise in Quants Society.
Life isn't about finding yourself, life is about creating yourself

TREASURER

Ukkashah Irfan
Treasurer
2019-2020
He has been a part of Quants from past two years and has served the departmental platform as a

marketing member. He knows the roles and responsibilities of Quants and aims to strengthen the
roots of it in the industry. He believes that honesty, integrity and self-less devotion are key virtues
that are admirable while dealing treasury. As a treasurer, he believes that it's his responsibility to be
honest and transparent while balancing the cash inflows/outflows.

